
New Poetry: A Wesleyan Reading (in person) 
 
Reading order: 
Evie Shockley 
Trevor Ketner 
Ranjit Hoskote 
Sarah Blake 
Rae Armantrout 
 
Event Description: 
New work from five poets showing the breadth of Wesleyan’s poetry series. Diverse work includes 
anagrams of Shakespeare’s sonnets exploring queer desire and pagan tradition; prose poems pondering 
what makes us human if removed from the human world; poetic word play that nudges us to rethink 
our modern predicaments; the repurposing of literary modes from across centuries of African diasporic 
traditions; and lyric poems that replace the sovereign ‘I’ with an ensemble of urgent, questioning voices. 
 
 
Outline: 
 
Evie Shockley will discuss questions of collectivity and solidarity that were underlying a number of the 
poems in her new work. Who are we?  On what factors—of time, place, event, etc.—do collective 
thinking and action depend?  What are the obstacles to solidarity and what makes it seem more 
possible? 

Trevor Ketner will read from The Wild Hunt Divinations: A Grimoire and a new project. They will 
comment on procedure-driven poetry and relating to one's own writing which remains static even as 
you change dynamically as a person in the world.  

Ranjit Hoskote will read from his new collection of poems, Icelight, and speak briefly about how it has 
been shaped in response to the crises of climate change, species extinction and forced migration." 
 
Sarah Blake will describe her new book, In Springtime—an epic poem that tells the story of a person lost 
in the woods—commenting on its second person narration, its use of prose poetry, and the 
featured artwork. She will then read the beginning of the book. 
 
Rae Armantrout will read from Finalists and a selection of new poems. Some of these poems reference 
environmental degradation, societal violence, and the lives of young children. (This may or may not be a 
trigger warning.) 


